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Our basic principles in ÆKOS

• Rule #1: Everything about this problem is 
really, really hard!

• Rule #2: Even just trying to explain this problem is 
really, really hard!



Refresher:  Our Problem

• Deal with the challenges of plot-based ecological 
data, including:

– Diversity
• Data covers many things

– Fragmentation
• Many ways of measuring/observing/expressing the same things

– Dispersal
• Data in many storage locations and formats – often hidden

– Comprehension
• Data usually needs explanation and context before use



Refresher:  Our Strategy

• Access

– Gather and store data making accessible to researchers/decision makers

• Description

– Ensure data is adequately contextualised and described

• Integration

– Integrate data through a common ontology/federated model

• Discovery

– Make data searchable including by exploiting semantics

• Agility

– Maintain an infrastructure which can continuously expand coverage

• Standards

– Adopt / create standards for metadata and data

• Analysis & Visualisation

– Provide tools to enable visualisation and basic analyses



Access – Issues

Issues

Data is not publicly accessible today 
often because it doesn’t fit inside an 
accessible ‘corporate’ system

Data has ‘sensitivities’ – aspects needing 
controls on access and use

Multitude of source and target formats 
and technologies are a barrier to access

Custodians and collectors fear misuse of
freely accessible data

• Access is both a problem of 
infrastructure and a problem of 
data culture

• Technologies and systems need 
significant investment and often 
involve duplicative work

• Past culture has been a significant 
barrier because of perceived data 
risks or because of ‘expert power’



Access – Solutions

Issues Approaches

Data is not publicly accessible today 
often because it doesn’t fit inside an 
accessible ‘corporate’ system

‘Host’ a copy of data for access published 
on WWW (ÆKOS web portal) with 
associated services (e.g. spatial WFS)

Data has ‘sensitivities’ – aspects needing 
controls on access and use

Provide a rich licensing model to control 
access – with denaturing/masking of data 
and distinguished levels of access

Multitude of source and target formats 
and technologies are a barrier to access

Ingest the data into a single format / 
repository and allow export to different
output formats

Custodians and collectors fear misuse of
freely accessible data

Provide description to mitigate misuse and 
where necessary allow case-by-case 
decisions on access (‘apply-grant’ model)



Access Mechanisms are Specialised

• Mechanisms will vary depending upon treatment of data and user needs
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Access Implies Controls

• Need to provide controls on access to obtain mandate for publication:
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Description – Issues

Issues

Consumers struggle to understand data 
without reference back to Collector

Sampling and bias are a problem with 
observation coverage often not known

Data comprises a mix of ages and hence 
(science) models including taxonomy, 
veg-type, etc.

Data subject to Curation which alters 
content  – critical review, cleansing, ex-
situ re-determination, etc.

• Given the goals of repurposing 
and re-use, investment is 
required in description

• Benefits of good description 
accrue to data consumers and not 
data producers

• Description is a major risk 
mitigation against inappropriate 
use of data and a guard against 
dubious data quality



Description – Solutions

Issues Approaches

Consumers struggle to understand data 
without reference back to Collector

Document data contents (units, accuracy, 
measurements) and enrich stored copy 
with extra detail

Sampling and bias are a problem with 
observation coverage often not known

Document method and contextualise data 
with information on sampling and effort

Data comprises a mix of ages and hence 
(science) models including taxonomy, 
veg-type, etc.

Support a full temporal information model 
which can distinguish historical  vs. current 
data and models

Data subject to Curation which alters 
content  – critical review, cleansing, ex-
situ re-determination, etc.

Changes to data need to be described,
history maintained, updates published, 
annotations recorded



Context for Data Set

• In ÆKOS, data content is optional – in some cases only metadata will be 
provided whilst in others full content will be available
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Context Embedded with Data

• In addition to metadata describing ‘collections’ of observations, context 
will be integrated with data:
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Integration – Issues

Issues

Data is fragmented with many 
approaches to measurement, variable 
data structures and scales

Many values and concepts do not map 
cleanly to a common model – integrating 
apples with oranges

Elements such as method, effort and 
sampling are highly variable and specific 
to individual data sets

Repeat observations need to be 
integrated (along with any changes from 
Curation )

• Integration is the ‘holy grail’ of 
data management

• Can only be fully realised by 
redesigning methods to provide 
uniformity – but can’t change 
history

• In the absence of political will and 
incentives to align, we can apply 
some technical approaches to 
integration of data



Integration – Solutions

Issues Approaches

Data is fragmented with many 
approaches to measurement, variable 
data structures and scales

‘Federate’ data where possible against a 
common ontological model expressing 
details of what was observed

Many values and concepts do not map 
cleanly to a common model – integrating 
apples with oranges

Deal with aggregation and boundary issues 
by interpreting data to factor out common 
traits (cf. morphology)

Elements such as method, effort and 
sampling are highly variable and specific 
to individual data sets

Allow for high variability in the recorded 
data but provide uniformity in indexing so 
questions are consistently answered

Repeat observations need to be 
integrated (along with any changes from 
Curation )

Apply subject identifiers and correlation to 
link observations including for consistency 
checks across sources



Integration in Action – Structure

• Structural Integration requires the definition of an ontological model 
which reflects the structure of observed reality
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Integration in Action – Values

• Value Integration requires the creation of either common concepts or 
traits which underpin classifications and other qualitative measurements:
– Often this means that the values themselves need to be classified against some set of 

criteria (traits) in order to expose the underlying meaning in a way that is useful

– Information content from this first-level interpretation is available in data and/or index 
to enable search
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Discovery – Issues

Issues

Problem with discovery of data not 
presently accessible

Writing and implementing queries 
against rich, complex and variable data is 
difficult and time consuming

Hard to find data which is relevant using 
basic keyword search – missed results 
and false positives

Hard to understand the content of 
methods and other ‘dataset specific’ 
concepts without reading tomes

• Discovery is dependent upon 
access in the first instance

• General problem here of : “I’ll 
know what I’m looking for when I 
see it!!”

• Main aim is to lower the barrier 
to discovery and reduce 
researchers’ investigation load



Discovery – Solutions

Issues Approaches

Problem with discovery of data not 
presently accessible

Make data accessible first – either as full 
data set or structured description of data –
with a single portal for access

Writing and implementing queries 
against rich, complex and variable data is 
difficult and time consuming

Avoid complexity – use a search-based
approach which consumers are already 
familiar with or can master easily

Hard to find data which is relevant using 
basic keyword search – missed results 
and false positives

Exploit semantic knowledge about values 
and their relationships – taxonomies, 
people/organisations etc.

Hard to understand the content of 
methods and other ‘dataset specific’ 
concepts without reading tomes

Provide basic interpretation in addition to 
description – index data using a common 
vocabulary independent of data set



Discovery with Semantic Integration

• By making data structured and integrating concepts, we create a uniform 
information model which allows to answer questions consistently – e.g.:

species:  Myrtaceae

The above would expand into anything in the Myrtle family.

species:  Kangaroo

Retrieves any presence of a Kangaroo species avoiding place names and other false 
positives (e.g. Kangaroo Island).

IBRA Region: Mitchell Grass Downs; native species:  no

Retrieves any observation or survey containing a non-native species in the Mitchell 
Grass Downs IBRA region.

measure: leaf area index; data class: strata

Identifies any observation / survey providing LIA values and veg. strata observations.

plot size: > 100m2

Retrieves any observation for a plot of 100m² or more.



Agility – Issues

Issues

Science priorities and underlying models 
change constantly requiring new data 
types and techniques

Changes to ontological model for data 
can affect existing population in ÆKOS 
systems

Extensions to data population require 
extensions to functionality for ingestion, 
indexing, description, consistency

Systems environment subject to growth 
in terms of data sources, users, data 
volumes, data complexity, etc.

• A fundamental problem to 
dealing with scientific data is that 
much of it is ‘soft’ (or semi-
structured) in character

• Many current capability 
constraints can be attributed to 
an inability to absorb change in 
the business of data management

• Dealing with existing diversity of 
data and changes in direction 
becomes major headache due to 
inflexible systems / infrastructure



Agility – Solutions

Issues Approaches

Science priorities and underlying models 
change constantly requiring new data 
types and techniques

Create a model to represent data which 
can evolve quickly – and with it an efficient
management process/toolset

Changes to ontological model for data 
can affect existing population in ÆKOS 
systems

Emphasise model change management 
processes to detect and reflect changes to 
maintain consistency and alignment

Extensions to data population require 
extensions to functionality for ingestion, 
indexing, description, consistency

Adopt  a Model Driven Engineering 
approach to allow Subject Matter Experts 
to author business rules for key functions

Systems environment subject to growth 
in terms of data sources, users, data 
volumes, data complexity, etc.

Solution needs to ‘scale out’ to more 
sources, consumers and data types 
including dealing with extra diversity



Agility requires Capacity to Change

• To be agile, we want capacity to change – i.e. fast, cheap, and easy change
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An Agile Method of Data Management

• We use Subject Matter Experts as far as possible to author business logic
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Using rules-based approaches 
with SME’s writing rules in 
special language, ÆKOS aims to 
deal with both a diverse and 
evolving data landscape.

ÆKOS capabilities support 
Ecology but equally any similar 
data domain (e.g. Bioinformatics)



ÆKOS applies a flexible Knowledge Representation approach to dealing with 
observation data.  We consider our problem as publishing a set of books 
written by different authors in different languages:

Collection  Book
Graph  Chapter
Observation Section
Entity  Paragraph on common subject
Statement  Sentence
Value  Object of a Sentence
Metadata  Front Matter/Edition Notice
Ontology  Grammar
Vocabulary  Dictionary + Thesaurus

Our job is to translate a set of disparate books into a common language and 
style to make a “monographic series”.

ÆKOS Information Model
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Graph
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Treating Observations as “Graphs”
Original RecordVocabularyObservation

A sub-set of a SA Pastoral vegetation 
site visit (full “graph” below):

• All knowledge comprises facts 
connected together into a 
network or graph.

• By treating data as graphs 
(structured groups of related 
observations), we can deal 
with the complexity, variability 
and volume of information 
required to fully represent the 
contained knowledge.



Ingestion
Program

ÆKOS System Architecture
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Standards – Issues

Issues

No effective standards exist for wide 
range of ecological data – presently 
science is too young and too complex

Many standards which do exist cover 
lowest common denominator or narrow  
aspects e.g. Darwin Core for occurrences

Still need standards to allow for an 
‘ecosystem of tools’ to grow up  – e.g. GIS

Development of standards requires a 
significant process of engagement and 
development to gain consensus/adoption

• Standards are a blessing and a 
curse because whilst they allow 
uniformity and efficiency, they 
are often significant barriers to 
change and innovation

• Must avoid standards becoming a 
constraint because science is all 
about innovation – must preserve 
information content in all cases

• Focus on internal standards 
rather than creating community 
agreed standards



Standards – Solutions

Issues Approaches

No effective standards exist for wide 
range of ecological data – presently 
science is too young and too complex

Design systems and data processes to 
evolve towards standards over time rather 
than ‘jump’ to incomplete  model

Many standards which do exist cover 
lowest common denominator or narrow  
aspects e.g. Darwin Core for occurrences

Support LCD/narrow standards alongside a 
general observation model which seeks to 
preserve maximum information richness

Still need standards to allow for an 
‘ecosystem of tools’ to grow up  – e.g. GIS

Standards provided at boundaries of 
systems rather than building in as a 
potential constraint

Development of standards requires a 
significant process of engagement and 
development to gain consensus/adoption

ÆKOS could provide a focal point for 
community standards development 
(though this is not sponsored presently)



Standards Landscape

• There is a proliferation of standards, none of which are currently sufficient 
to properly address Ecological Data:
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Analysis & Visualisation – Issues

Issues

Consumers needs to be able to conduct 
assessments on suitability of data for 
their intended purpose

Requirement to align data to a single 
common model before analysing

Repetitive and non-value-add actions to 
translate data to tool target formats –
e.g. PATN, GIS, R, etc.

Problems of reproducibility around data 
selections

• Analysis and visualisation is 
mainly a problem of software and 
data formats

• By providing the bridge to 
appropriate formats, an 
ecosystem of existing tools can be 
employed on data

• Analysis also brings with it the 
challenge of reproducibility of 
results and a need for citation 
and attribution



Analysis & Visualisation – Solutions

Issues Approaches

Consumers needs to be able to conduct 
assessments on suitability of data for 
their intended purpose

Provide tools for slicing, exploration, 
summarisation, and visualisation of 
information

Requirement to align data to a single 
common model before analysing

Ingest data centrally and translate it to an 
ontological model which aligns data as far 
as possible

Repetitive and non-value-add actions to 
translate data to tool target formats –
e.g. PATN, GIS, R, etc.

Built-in warehouse views and translation 
capabilities to export data to common 
target formats (Leverage ALA components)

Problems of reproducibility around data 
selections

Selected / exported data will be retained 
with a citable identifier to allow re-
acquisition of exact versions and content



ÆKOS Development Roadmap

Q1-11 Q2-11 Q3-11 Q4-11 Q1-12 Q2-12 Q3-12 Q4-12

Ingest Initial  
Agency Data Sets

Alpha Portal

Ingest Additional 
Agency Data Sets

Beta Portal

Develop Repository, 
Tools & Services

Refine Portal, Tools 
& Services

Refine, Integrate 
external systems

Ingest Additional Data 
& Refine Existing

Production

Ingest Additional Data 
& Refine Existing

Document & Open-
source Technology

Succession 
arrangements



Facility Contact Details

Eco-informatics Coordinator - Craig Walker craig.walker@adelaide.edu.au

Eco-informatics Data Facilitator -Dr Anita Smyth anita.smyth@adelaide.edu.au

Eco-informatics  Researcher Liaison - Dr David Turner d.turner@adelaide.edu.au

Eco-informatics ICT PM – Martin Pullan martin.pullan@adelaide.edu.au
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Questions


